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5 REASONS TO BUY THIS BOOK1.The fastest and easiest way to lower your handicap and score

would be by improving your short game.2. You will learn an incredibly simple method to immediately

start doing a perfect technique short game swing, that will look like the pros.3. Thanks to its

revolutionary and unique approach, you will not have to think about traditional swing mechanics

during the swing and will instantly learn how to hit a perfect chip shot, low pitch, normal pitch, flop

shot and bunker shot.4. The method is so simple, that it will work on any player, regardless of his

gender, age or playing ability. No matter if you are a weekend golfer or a scratch player, this unique

system can change your short game forever.5. The author, J F Tamayo, has already proven the

effectiveness and simplicity of his golf swing concepts, throughout his very successful title published

on 2010: FINALLY: The Golf SwingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Simple Secret.
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I am an upper single digit player. My short game is not great, but not bad either. I bought this book

as I had really liked TamayoÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s previous book FINALLY: THE GOLF

SWINGÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢S SIMPLE SECRET, which helped me improve my backswing and the

amount of lag I was able to create. I read his new short game book today. His style remains the

same: easy to understand, simple and concise. I liked the full-screen photographs, as they looked



great on my small 6ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• screen.His short game method proposed on this book is

certainly original and interesting. Tamayo explains the common denominators present in every good

players' short game swing and believes anyone can do a short game swing that will look like the

pros. What he brings to the table is not a new short game swing theory, but several and unique

swing thoughts, that according to him and on his understanding on how the brain works, will make

you do a great short game swing without having to think on traditional swing mechanics. He also

explains how the same swing-thoughts and technique he will teach you will produce different kinds

of shots (chip, low pitch, normal pitch, high lob and bunker shot) by only adjusting the stance, hands

and ball position at address.To be honest, I finished the book somehow skeptical that his technique

was going to be as easy to implement, so I went directly to the practice range. At the beginning, it

was difficult to follow his method, not because it was not easy to do, but because it somehow

contradicted several principles I had been taught for so many years. After hitting 20 or 30 balls, it

started to feel very natural and I was amazed by the crisp contacts I was getting. I

couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t get any ball in the hole, but was able to leave several very close. I

experimented with some of his different shots by adjusting the stance and setup position, as

explained in the book. I was positively surprised by how different the ball flew and my swing felt and

looked when doing these adjustments, even though I was not changing my swing-thoughts. At least

for me, some shots where a little easier to hit than others.My final verdict: Another great title by Mr.

Tamayo that is simple and it works! I feel I am going to need much more practice in order to feel

100% comfortable with his method and to be able to master it. Still, I left the practice range very

excited and thinking that, thanks to his simple and new approach, I now have a real good chance of

improving my short game and lowering my handicap. For the time being, I am eager to take his

method to the golf course.

The book is not well written (probably because the writer is not a native English speaker) I found his

concepts unique and effective. He identifies a key move that I have never heard of before that

actually worked very well for me. I have been playing golf for 40 years at a low single digit handicap

and have always struggled with chipping but his key move has helped a lot. Worth the few bucks on

!!

During the past years, I have been trying to improve my short game with no success. The instruction

I have received and the books that my golf partners have shared with me are too complicated and

hard to implement. Finally, I have found in this book great instruction that is easy to understand and



to implement. I recommend this book to any player that wants a wonderful and simple system to

improve his short game!

I have his other book as well but this one has better illustrations and better explanations. I've tried a

few of his ideas and seems to work if you adhere to them and practice. This is a good add on to

Dave Stockton's book.

I bought the Kindle version. Great short game instruction from Mr. Tamayo that is simple and for me

, very effective. If you struggle with chipping and pitch shots you should give it a read and practice

his simple instructions.

I liked it because it is a simple, easy to read book, without complicated techniques that make it

possible to implement. The system that teaches the author is one of those tips you need as casual

player looking to improve the score without spending much time on the practice range. I practice this

weekend and in my opinion has the potential to help my short game. I will continue practicing the

following weekend.

Easy to follow. Tried it and it works so far. Starting to feel comfortable with my short game below 50

yds. Thanks

Good book. Good instruction.
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